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Meet Alec Harbinger, Preternatural InvestigatorI’m the guy you come to when your spouse gets
bitten by a werewolf, or your boyfriend is kidnapped by a demon. I’m the guy who knows what to
do when an evil sorcerer casts a curse on you.At least, I was that guy until the Society of
Shadows sent me to a sleepy town in Maine that had a rating of zero on the supernatural
occurrences scale.I planned to spend my days sitting in the office and drinking coffee made by
my new assistant Felicity.But when a woman hires me to find out if her son has been possessed
by a demon at a rich kids’ party, and a young man comes to the office insisting he’s been bitten
by a werewolf, the supernatural occurrences scale jumps from zero to hero.And did I mention
that someone in the Society wants me dead?Time to sharpen the swords and go to work…If you
like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Ilona Andrews, Shannon Mayer, K.F. Breene, or Shayne Silvers,
you'll love the Harbinger PI series!More than 100,000 readers have downloaded the Harbinger
PI series.Scroll up, get Lost Soul now and get swept away into the Harbinger universe...

From Publishers WeeklyIn 1847, one out of every six women who delivered a baby in the First
Division at the Allgemeine Krankenhaus hospital in Vienna died of childbed fever, a situation
mirrored at other medical facilities in Europe and the U.S. Bestselling author Nuland (How We
Die), a clinical professor of surgery at Yale, details in lively descriptive writing just how Ignac
Semmelweis, an assistant physician at Allgemeine Krankenhaus, uncovered the origin of this
devastating epidemic. Although theories were advanced that attributed it to unhealthy conditions
in the expectant mother's body, Semmelweis launched his own investigation. He traced the high
mortality rate from this fever in the First Division to the medical doctors, who went straight from
dissecting cadavers to delivering babies without washing their hands; they were, in fact, infecting
their own patients. Semmelweis's doctrine was controversial in medical circles, Nuland explains,
partly because the eccentric physician's self-destructive personality alienated possible
supporters. Drawing on careful research, the author convincingly argues that, contrary to
popular myth, Semmelweis was not a persecuted victim but, despite his brilliance, was his own
worst enemy. He was committed to a public mental institution and, according to Nuland,
probably suffered from Alzheimer's and died from beatings administered by hospital personnel.
In this engrossing story, Nuland shows how Semmelweis's groundbreaking discovery of how
childbed fever was transmitted was later validated by the work of Louis Pasteur and Joseph
Lister. FYI: This volume is the first in Norton's Great Discoveries series, which highlights
scientific achievement.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.From The New England
Journal of MedicineMany people have heard of Semmelweis, whose fame rests on having
shown in the 1840s that deaths from puerperal fever (an infection following childbirth) at the
Vienna Lying-in Hospital could be reduced by making doctors and medical students wash their



hands in a disinfectant solution before entering the maternity ward. His observations were
largely ignored during his lifetime and for many years after his death in 1865. Near the end of the
19th century, however, and especially after the publication of a hagiographic biography in 1909,
Semmelweis's reputation was raised to the skies. I know of no one else in the history of medicine
whose reputation rose from the extreme of oblivion to reverence as one of medicine's greatest
heroes. After he had acquired heroic status, it was asserted that Semmelweis was the first to
discover that puerperal fever was contagious, that his work had led to the abolition of puerperal
fever, that his now famous treatise, The Etiology, the Concept, and the Prophylaxis of Childbed
Fever (1861) (Figure), was one of the greatest medical works of the 19th century, and that lack
of support by his colleagues in Vienna drove Semmelweis mad. Since the 1970s, however, a
small band of Semmelweis scholars have shown that few of these assertions are correct and
that the truth about Semmelweis is much more complex -- and certainly more interesting -- than
the conventional picture. That Semmelweis made some brilliant observations in 1847 on the
manner in which puerperal fever is transmitted is beyond doubt. But he was his own worst
enemy. His dogmatism, arrogance, hostility, and unforgivable rudeness to colleagues who dared
to question his views, combined with his failure to publish his findings for 14 years, damaged his
reputation. Such revelations prompted Sherwin Nuland to publish a paper entitled "The Enigma
of Semmelweis: An Interpretation" in 1979. This book is a welcome expansion of that paper, with
important additional information. There is broad agreement within the small group of historians
who have studied Semmelweis since the 1970s that he possessed a complex and difficult
character and about how his reputation rose from oblivion to fame. There are still disputes about
both the nature of the mental illness from which Semmelweis suffered in his last few years and
the cause of his death. Nuland, who believes that Semmelweis died as a result of a brutal attack
by the staff of the lunatic asylum to which he had been admitted a fortnight before his death, has
produced new evidence that supports this theory. But Nuland's certainty that Semmelweis
suffered from Alzheimer's disease is not shared by most historians. That he was mentally
deranged, or insane, or mad (whichever term you prefer) in his last few years is beyond dispute;
but retrospective diagnosis of a mental illness that occurred in the 19th century is so difficult that
exactly what illness Semmelweis was affected by may never be known. Unfortunately, this book
has no index, no footnotes or endnotes, and only a brief bibliographic note. There are many
places where one longs to know the evidence for new data; and there is the problem of the first
chapter, which presents a detailed account of a young girl who becomes pregnant, is admitted
to the General Hospital of Vienna in 1847, and dies of puerperal fever. The chapter is fictional in
style and contains colloquial speech. For instance, a medical student says to the girl, "Please
pay attention, young miss!" and the girl says to a nurse, "Please don't tell me I could die having a
baby. Oh, please, please, Nurse, I couldn't bear to think of it," to which the nurse replies, "Hush,
hush. . . . You'll get yourself all worried and excited for no reason." Because no source is given, I
can only assume that part or even the whole of the first chapter is historical fiction. If so, it is out
of place in an otherwise admirable history of the life and work of Semmelweis. Irvine Loudon,



D.M., F.R.C.G.P.Copyright © 2004 Massachusetts Medical Society. All rights reserved. The New
England Journal of Medicine is a registered trademark of the MMS.From BooklistNuland's
second excellent book this year (after the superb memoir, Lost in America [BKL N 15 02])
focuses on a physician who, like Nuland in the midst of his career, suffered from severe
psychological disease. Unlike Nuland, Ignac Semmelweis (1818-65) probably couldn't have
recovered and, in any event, died under odd circumstances days after admission to a mental
hospital. Nuland's thoughts about Semmelweis' illness and death are in the final chapter, and
waiting for them is eminently worthwhile because of the riveting account of childbed, or
puerperal, fever that comes first. Incidence of the bacterial disease attained massive proportions
with the rise of the modern hospital and of giving birth there rather than at home, and enormous
numbers of newborns as well as mothers perished. As the book's title suggests, dirty doctors
(and medical students) spread the disease, for antisepsis and asepsis were unappreciated--
indeed, unknown--until, after Semmelweis' death, Pasteur and Lister verified the existence and
dangers of germs. A few physicians had figured out the how of puerperal fever before
Semmelweis, but his fanaticism for cleanliness in practice at the general hospital in Vienna, the
medical capital of Europe, demonstrated huge reductions in the disease. He failed to publish
adequately, however, and establishment physicians, wedded to general theories of disease,
pooh-poohed his practices, preventing their acceptance elsewhere. In the midst of the
controversy, Semmelweis ran home to Pest, Hungary, a medical backwater, and into obscurity.
This is one of the greatest stories in medical history, and perhaps no one has told it better than
Nuland does. Ray OlsonCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedReviewA
fascinating and unusual book....only Nuland...could give this true tale of science its full richness,
strangeness, sadness, and humanity. -- Atul GewandeA great read. -- Matt RidleyAbout the
AuthorSherwin B. Nuland is clinical professor of surgery at Yale University, where he also
teaches bioethics and medical history.Read more
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LOST SOULHARBINGER PI Book OneAdam J WrightThe Harbinger PI SeriesFINAL
MAGICHarbinger PI Series AudiobooksGet this book on audio!ContentsChapter 1Chapter
2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter
11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter
19Chapter 20BURIED MEMORYMailing List1There are some days when everything goes okay,
or at least as well as you could hope. Then there are other days when it would be better to stay in
bed and let the hours drift by while you remain hidden under the blankets.Today had hardly even
started but I already longed to crawl back into bed and pretend the sun had never risen.In fact,
the sun hadn’t risen yet. I was standing in my kitchen with a mug of steaming coffee in my hand
at five a.m. My lack of sleep and the early hour contributed to my reluctance to face the day
ahead but the sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach had more to do with location than time.I
peered out through the dark kitchen window. I could just make out the woods looming in the
darkness at the end of the yard. Yep, I was in Dearmont, Maine. So the move from Chicago to
this middle-of-nowhere small town by order of the Society hadn’t just been a terrible dream.Here
I was, cast away by the Society of Shadows to a quiet town where I “wouldn’t do further damage
to the Society’s image”. That was a joke; how could a secret society even have an image to
damage?But the joke was on me because they had banished me to a town where I would be
lucky to get a single case. As a preternatural investigator in a world where preternatural beings
are hidden from the general population, I hadn’t exactly been overrun with cases in Chicago so I
expected to be doing nothing more than sitting on my ass most days in Dearmont.The problem
with that was that the Society wouldn’t put up with me for much longer if my monthly reports said
nothing more than “no activity”. I wouldn’t just be sitting on my ass: I would be out on it. And from
the rumors I’d heard, nobody left the Society of Shadows and stayed alive for very long
afterward.I took a sip of coffee and grimaced at the bitter taste. Leaning against the sink, I
surveyed the kitchen and told myself that this was my home now so I had better get used to it
and find a case sooner rather than later.The house was still unfamiliar to me because the first
time I saw it was yesterday after driving here from Bangor airport. The Society had arranged to
have my Land Rover transported to Bangor from Chicago, so I could use it as soon as I landed,
and they had also had my boxed belongings brought to the new house.But their insistence on
controlling every aspect of the move meant that they had chosen the house I was to live in, as
well as the office I was to work out of in town. Sure, they took care of the first three months rent
for both places but that was small compensation for having to move into a house I hadn’t chosen
myself.As things had turned out, the house was actually quite nice. Located on a seemingly
quiet tree-lined street of fairly large four and five bedroom dwellings, my own four-bedroom
home was more than spacious enough, even with my boxes cluttering up the living room and two
of the bedrooms.I hadn’t unpacked anything but the bare essentials yet but I knew that even
after I’d emptied all the boxes, the belongings that had filled my two-bedroom apartment in



Chicago would be lost in this spacious house. Well, that was the way it was going to have to be. I
couldn’t afford new furniture unless I found paying clients.And in this small town, that might
prove to be an impossible task.I finished the coffee and put the empty cup into the sink. Outside,
a gray pre-dawn light was seeping into the sky. Summer was just beginning so I expected the
day to get hot later. I cranked up the air in the house so the place would be cool when I returned.
If things were as slow as I expected at the office, I might even close up early and come back
here this afternoon. No need to put in long hours on my first day on the job.I’d seen a barbecue
in the yard when I’d arrived yesterday. Maybe if I grabbed a few beers at the local store later,
along with some burgers, I could treat myself to a quiet house-warming party in the sun.I went
upstairs, showered, and dressed in jeans and a flannel shirt. By the time I came back
downstairs, the darkness beyond the windows had been replaced by a bright gray. The
uppermost branches of the fir and elm trees in the wood had caught a sliver of orange sunlight
but the shadows beneath were still dark and mysterious.I put on my boots, grabbed the keyring
that held my house, car, and office keys from a small table near the front door, and went out onto
the driveway. There was a slight breeze, cool against my skin and carrying a fresh earthy scent
with an overtone of sharp pine. I was a world away from the exhaust-laden air of Chicago.The
other houses on the street were mostly dark. A few lights shone behind closed curtains but most
of the houses were dark shapes against the early dawn light.I climbed into the Land Rover and
started the engine. It roared to life, shattering the dawn stillness. A few more lights came on
along the street, as the noise awoke the neighbors. I could imagine them peering out from their
bedroom windows and cursing “that guy who moved in yesterday”.Sorry, folks, I don’t intend to
get up this early every day. It’s just that trying to sleep in a strange house doesn’t work for me.
Once you get to know me, you’ll see I’m really a great guy, a perfect neighbor. I keep myself to
myself and never bring my work home with me, which is a good thing since my work involves
demons and vampires.I backed out of the driveway and headed toward town, consulting the
map of Dearmont on the passenger seat. The map showed Main Street and my office was
circled in red marker. I’d been told the office was located next to a donut shop, so it had that
going for it at least.Ten minutes and two wrong turns later, I found Main Street. It was a long road
lined with two and three level buildings housing businesses like the general store, a bookshop,
an outdoor store, and a number of restaurants and eating establishments. Only the general store
was open at the moment, the rest of the buildings dark and quiet.I found the donut shop, a place
imaginatively called Dearmont Donuts, and spotted a narrow door next to it with the words
HARBINGER P.I. printed in black letters on the frosted glass. I frowned when I saw that there
was light spilling out through the glass onto the sidewalk. I slowed the Land Rover and bent
forward to check the windows above Dearmont Donuts. The lights were on up there too. Maybe
someone had left them on by mistake.I found a parking space around the back of the building
and locked the Land Rover before walking around to the door that bore my name. On impulse, I
tried the door before using my key.It opened.So not only had someone left the lights burning,
they’d also left the door unlocked. Sighing, I stepped inside and found myself in a small foyer



with a steep flight of stairs leading up to the next floor. The foyer was empty except for a wooden
business card holder on the wall filled with cards. I took one and inspected it.The card was black
and in gold lettering it read ALEC HARBINGER P.I. (PRETERNATURAL INVESTIGATOR)
DISCRETION ASSURED. Below that, there was a phone number that I assumed belonged to a
phone in the office upstairs.I ascended the narrow stairs and found myself in a wood-paneled
hallway with three doors. Two of the doors had frosted glass panes. The third, the door closest to
me, was solid wood and had a gold plaque that said BATHROOM. That was good to know
because I intended to be drinking a lot of coffee here.The door at the far end of the hallway had
my name printed in the same lettering as the entrance door downstairs. The other door, situated
halfway between the bathroom and my office, intrigued me the most because its glass pane
displayed the word ASSISTANT. Not only that, there was a strong smell of coffee and baked
goods emanating from the room beyond.The door was ajar. I pushed it all the way open and was
greeted by the sight of a woman fussing around a coffee maker. She wore a white blouse, black
pencil skirt, and thick-rimmed glasses. She was slim and tall, her height accentuated by the fact
that her dark hair was piled up on top of her head. She turned to face me and I guessed her age
to be mid-twenties.“Mr. Harbinger,” she said, putting down the coffee pot. She had a British
accent. “You’re here.”“I am indeed,” I said. “This is my office after all. You can call me Alec, by the
way. And you are?”“Felicity Lake,” she said, coming forward with her hand outstretched.We
shook. Her hand was warm, her grip light.“Would you like a coffee?” she asked. “And an apple
bake? I have apple bakes. I made them myself this morning.” She returned to the coffee maker
and began pouring from the pot into a cup. There was a frenetic energy about her that might
come from nervousness or could just be a part of her personality. It was difficult to be sure.She
handed me the cup of coffee. “Cream and one sugar, just the way you like it.”So the Society had
told her how I took my coffee. That was very thorough of them. What else had they told her about
me?“Thanks, Felicity. And I would love to try one of those apple bakes.” I gestured to the plate of
golden brown goodies that smelled mouth-wateringly of apple and cinnamon.“Of course!” She
went over to the plate and began transferring some of the bakes onto a smaller dish. As well as
my coffee preference, the Society must have told her about my love of sweets and any food that
was bad for me.“I’ll bring these to your office for you,” she offered.“Thanks,” I said, turning and
heading for my office door. Felicity followed, the aroma of the apple bakes filling the hallway.My
office was spacious even with the large dark wood desk sitting by the window. A large leather
chair sat behind the desk with two smaller chairs for clients on the opposite side. A computer sat
on the desk, as well as an intercom device that I assumed connected to Felicity’s office. The
floor had a thick, pale-green carpet and the walls were painted a similar color. A bookshelf ran
along one wall with leather-bound grimoires and lore books sitting on it.“The books are from your
old office in Chicago,” Felicity said, placing the dish of apple bakes on my desk. “And that’s your
old trash basket too.” She pointed to a wire basket on the floor beneath the window.I sat in the
big chair and swiveled it to face the window and the view of Main Street.“I’ll get everything ready
for your first client,” Felicity said.“I have a client?” I tried not to sound too surprised but failed



miserably.“Yes,” she said, smoothing down her skirt with her hands. “She’ll be here at nine.” She
turned to leave.“Felicity,” I said, stopping her.Turning to face me, she asked, “Yes, Alec?”I looked
into her dark eyes and said, “Were you sent here to spy on me?”2She sagged slightly against
the door frame. “Oh dear. I didn’t mean to … I’ve made a mess of this, haven’t I?” She leaned
more heavily against the frame and I wondered if she was going to faint. I rushed over to her and
took her hand and shoulder, guiding her to one of the client chairs by the desk. Felicity was
shaking her head and looking at the floor with tears in her eyes. She kept mumbling, “I can’t
believe I’m so stupid.”“Take a seat,” I said, pushing her gently into the chair. I sat on the edge of
the desk. “Would you like a drink of water or something?”She shook her head, still staring at the
green carpet. “I’ll be fine in a minute.” Then she looked up at me with watery eyes and said, “I’m
sorry.”“Hey, don’t worry about it. You were just doing what you were told to do. I don’t hold it
against you.”“What gave me away?” she asked.“Well, first, there’s the fact that I’ve never had an
assistant before. I didn’t have one in Chicago, so I doubt the Society would think I’m going to
need one working this small town. Then there’s your accent. You’re obviously from England, so
that probably means you were sent here from the London headquarters. Why do I warrant an
assistant all the way from headquarters? The answer is, I don’t.”Felicity nodded slowly.“And
another thing,” I said. “Since you’re from London, I’m willing to bet that you were sent here by my
father.”She nodded again. “I was assigned to you by the Inner Circle but I was to report to your
father directly, yes.” A tear rolled down her left cheek. When she spoke again, her voice cracked
slightly. “This is my first assignment and I’ve ballsed everything up on my first day. The Society
will kick me out.” She began to cry softly.I hate it when people cry in front of me. I never know
what to do and that makes me feel uncomfortable and helpless. “Hey, hey, there’s no need to
cry,” I said softly. “I’ll find you a tissue.” I left the room and went into Felicity’s office, where I found
a box of Kleenex on her desk. When I returned, she had composed herself and was sitting up
straight. Her eyes were still leaking, though.I handed her the box of tissues.“Thank you, Mr.
Harbinger,” she said, dabbing at her eyes. “I’m very sorry to have done this to you. I was only
following orders. Now, I must return to London and inform the Inner Circle of my failure to carry
out my duties.” She got up and walked toward the door.“Hey, wait,” I said. “You haven’t done
anything to me except give me coffee and apple bakes.” I took a bite of one of the bakes. The
sweet apple and cinnamon filling melted on my tongue. I said, “They’re delicious, by the
way.”She smiled, but there was still a look of despair in her eyes.“Come and sit down,” I
suggested. “We can talk about this.”Slowly, she came back into the office and took a seat. “I
really don’t know what there is to talk about, Mr. Harbinger.”“I told you, call me Alec,” I said. I was
going to add that old line, “Mr. Harbinger is my father,” but decided against it, since she knew my
father and he was the reason she was in trouble right now.Felicity threw her arms up in an
exaggerated shrug. “It doesn’t really matter anymore, Alec. Our working relationship is over.
When the Society finds out I failed to stay undercover, they’ll recall me to London.”“Maybe,” I
said. “But first they have to find out. Besides, there’s no way the Inner Circle could think I
wouldn’t figure out that you were here to spy on me. I think this is more a case of them letting me



know that they’re watching me, in case I screw up again.”She frowned at me. “Screw up
again?”“Oh, they didn’t tell you why you were spying on me in the first place? They didn’t
mention Paris?”Her frown deepened. “Paris, France?”I nodded. “If they didn’t mention it to you,
don’t worry about it.” I certainly wasn’t in the mood to go over all that again. I’d spent more than
enough time explaining it to the Inner Circle under interrogation a few months ago.“I don’t know
anything about Paris,” she said. “I was just told to come and work for you and send a report to
headquarters once a month, or more often, if you behaved strangely.”I nodded. Yeah, that
figured. It seemed to me that the Inner Circle, led by my father, had decided to use Felicity Lake
as a pawn in a game that was being played between them and me. Even I didn’t know what that
game was. As far as I was concerned, I’d been questioned about the events in Paris and
demoted from my office in Chicago to the sleepy town of Dearmont. I thought that was the end of
the matter, but the fact they’d sent someone to spy on me suggested otherwise.“Felicity,” I asked
her, “how good of an assistant are you?”She looked at me with a glint of pride in her moist eyes.
“I’m very good. I’ve been through the Society’s three-year course and I was hoping to become an
investigator like yourself. As you know, that requires at least a year working with a fully-fledged
investigator.”“Ah,” I said, understanding now. “And that’s how they sold you this job. They told you
that the time you spent working with me, and spying on the side, would count toward your time in
the field.”She nodded.“Here’s the thing,” I said. “Through no fault of your own, you’ve been
dragged into this game the Society are playing with me. Now, we both know that your cover has
been blown, but the people who sent you here don’t know that. So, if you still want to be my
assistant and spend time in the field, that’s fine with me.”Her eyes widened and a small smile
spread across her mouth. “Really? But what about sending reports to your father?”I shrugged.
“Send them as normal. I don’t expect much to happen around here anyhow.”Felicity’s hand flew
to her mouth and her eyes shot to the clock on the wall. “Mrs. Robinson!”“Mrs. Robinson?” I had
no idea what she was talking about.“Your client. She’ll be here soon. I have to get everything
ready.”I followed her eyes to the clock. It wasn’t even eight yet. “I thought you said she was
coming at nine.”“She is,” she said, getting up.“So she won’t be here for another hour.”“Still, I need
to prepare the reception area and make more coffee. And fix my makeup.”“Okay,” I said. I guess I
couldn’t blame her for being nervous on her first day. “So you go do that and I’ll hang around in
here.”She nodded and scuttled to the door. Before she went out, she turned back to me and
said, “Thank you.”Before I could reply, she disappeared into the hallway.I sat in the big leather
chair behind the desk and swiveled the seat from side to side a few times, surveying my new
office. It would take me some time, but I could probably get used to this place. Rolling the chair
over to the window, I peered out at Main Street. The sun was up now and the street was busy
with people opening up their businesses or just strolling along the sidewalk. Some of them had
rolled newspapers tucked under their arms and takeout coffee in their hands.Bringing my own
coffee and the apple bakes over to the window, I ate breakfast and watched Dearmont come to
life. That might be overstating things. Sure, the traffic increased and a few townsfolk wandered
along the sidewalk, but this was hardly Chicago. I wondered what preternatural problem Mrs.



Robinson could possibly have in a place like this.Obviously I knew enough not to judge the town
by its outward appearance; dark secrets and creatures sometimes lurk in the most innocent
looking places. But I can usually sense those things and Dearmont not only looked like a sleepy
town, it felt like it to my innermost senses, too. Sure, there could be a haunted house somewhere
in the area, maybe even a ghoul or two at the cemetery (those damned things got everywhere),
but I had a hunch that Dearmont was a dead zone as far as preternatural activity went.I really
needed to stop trusting in my hunches so much.3I spent the next hour on my computer,
checking the local news reports on the net. Maybe whatever Mrs. Robinson wanted to hire me
for was connected to an event that had been reported somewhere. But my search seemed
pointless. The last time Dearmont had made the news was when a local librarian named Deirdre
Summers had gone missing and was presumed dead after her clothing had been found on the
shore of the lake near town. That had been three years ago.Still, I grabbed a notebook from the
small pile Felicity had put on my desk and made a couple of notes. The sheriff investigating the
case was Sheriff John Cantrell. A picture showed him standing by the edge of the lake, staring
out over the water with a searching look in his eyes. He’d probably been told to adopt that
expression by the photographer.Cantrell was a big man and looked like he might spend his free
time wrestling grizzlies for fun. But it was the deputy standing next to him who caught my
attention. She was stunningly attractive.She was much smaller than Cantrell, but who wasn’t?
Her hair was cut to shoulder length and was a fiery red color. It framed a face that wouldn’t be
out of place on the cover of a magazine, with high cheekbones and cat-like green eyes.Despite
her model’s face, she wasn’t thin, but had curves in all the right places. Even her uniform couldn’t
hide those curves. Standing with her hands on her hips, she also stared out over the lake, but
her face looked more thoughtful than her boss’s. I guessed she was the brains and he was the
brawn of the local law.I searched for her name, but it wasn’t mentioned either beneath the photo
or in the article.Apart from the missing woman case, which made national news, Dearmont
wasn’t considered interesting by journalists. The only other mentions of the town on the net were
uploads of articles written for the Dearmont Observer, the local paper. Most of these were
written by someone named Wesley Jones, who I assumed was the town’s reporter. The articles
covered events like a bake sale at the church, the 4th of July parade, and the Christmas parade.
The people here sure seemed to like their parades. I reached over to the intercom device on my
desk and pressed the button. Felicity’s voice came out of the speaker a few seconds later. “Yes,
Alec?”“Do we know why Mrs. Robinson wants to hire us?” Maybe I should have just asked
Felicity in the first place and saved myself the time I’d just spent looking at articles about coffee
mornings and town council meetings. Still, if I’d done that, I wouldn’t have seen the picture of the
stunning redheaded deputy by the lake.“No idea,” she said. “Should I have asked her when she
called to make an appointment?”“No, sometimes people don’t like to talk about this kind of stuff
until they’re here in the office.” I paused and then said, “When did Mrs. Robinson
call?”“Yesterday.”“You were here yesterday?”“Yes, I’ve been here two weeks. I had to oversee the
refurbishment of the offices and unpack your books and trash can. I also put an advertisement in



the local newspaper last week. That’s probably where Mrs. Robinson heard about us.”“Okay,” I
said. “I just hope she isn’t a kook.” I released the button and sat back in my chair. It was entirely
possible that Mrs. Robinson was one of the many people who came through the doors of
preternatural investigators’ offices with either a crazy story or a ridiculous request. I’d heard it all
during my time in the field. Aliens are abducting my dog. Elvis lives in my garden shed. The
award for the craziest story I ever heard goes to an old woman in Chicago who told me that her
cat was planning to assassinate the president.It comes with the territory, of course. My job is to
take cases where there might be some kind of preternatural activity. That means I deal with
vampires, demons, faeries, werewolves, and a whole host of other creatures that most people
don’t believe in. Some of the people who do believe in those creatures are not always of sound
mind.Those people are turned away once we realize their case isn’t a genuine haunting,
possession, curse, or whatever.The other potential clients we have to turn away are those that
think the P.I. stands for Private Investigator and not Preternatural Investigator. There’s a
preternatural investigator office in almost every city and large town across America and Europe—
hell, there’s even one in Dearmont, Maine now—so you’d think people would know who we are
and what we do, even if they think we’re nuts.But they still come and ask us to follow a cheating
spouse or track down a long lost family member. I usually keep contact details of local private
investigators so I can pass the customers on once I realize their problems aren’t preternaturally
based.Mrs. Robinson could be a kook, or someone in need of a private eye. Or maybe she had a
real preternatural problem. I had to speak to her and find out, but I wasn’t counting my expenses
checks just yet.The intercom buzzed and Felicity’s voice said, “Mrs. Robinson is here,
Alec.”“Send her in,” I said. “And Felicity, you come in, too. You can take notes if you like.”A couple
of seconds later, the door opened and an elegantly-dressed woman in her fifties entered. I got
up and went around the desk, my hand out. “Mrs. Robinson, I’m Alec Harbinger.”She shook my
hand with a soft grip and said, “Please, call me Amelia.”“Of course. Take a seat.” I gestured to the
chairs in front of the desk and she took the one where Felicity had been crying earlier.Felicity
came in and closed the door behind her. She was carrying a legal pad and a pen. I pulled the
other client seat halfway around the desk so that Felicity wasn’t sitting next to Amelia Robinson. I
didn’t want the older woman to feel crowded. Some of our clients only come to us after they’ve
reached a point of desperation regarding their situation. Talking about things you’ve been told
aren’t real isn’t always easy, and I wanted Mrs. Robinson to feel comfortable.Felicity took the
seat and sat poised with her pen above the legal pad.I looked at Amelia Robinson. From the
pearls around her neck, perfectly coiffed gray hair, and expensive-looking blue blouse, black
pants, and black high-heels, I guessed she was a successful businesswoman or a member of a
rich family who made some wise investments.“How can I help you today?” I asked her, sitting
down.“I have a … problem,” she said. Her voice was controlled and even, supporting my theory
of businesswoman. I could imagine her talking to a board of directors with that voice. “But before
we begin, I must be assured of your discretion. I am well-known in Maine society and I cannot
abide a scandal.”I frowned. “And by scandal, you mean….” I let my voice trail off, waiting for her



to finish my sentence.“I mean hiring you,” she said. “Talking to you. Being here in your office. If
word got out that I had hired a supernatural detective, I’d be the laughing stock of the East
Coast.”So, at least she wasn’t here under the mistaken belief that I was a mundane private
investigator. I was also pretty sure she wasn’t a kook, but I wouldn’t know for sure until I heard
her story.“As it says on my card,” I said, “discretion is assured. We’re very aware of the delicate
nature of our work and we act accordingly.”“Very well.” She looked around the office as if she
were an army sergeant inspecting the privates’ quarters. I hadn’t had time to settle in yet, so at
least the place was still tidy. “It isn’t like I have a choice,” she said, her gaze resting on me.“Tell
me all about it,” I said, sitting back in my seat, my body language telling her I was ready to
listen.“It’s our son, James. He’s nineteen and something has happened to him. Something
terrible.” Her level tone cracked slightly and she reached into her purse for a tissue. She wasn’t
crying yet, but maybe she knew that the story she was about to tell always made her break down
at a certain point in its telling.I glanced at Felicity. She was scribbling notes.“Just take your time,” I
told Amelia. “There’s no hurry. What’s your husband’s name?”“George,” she said. “George
Robinson.”Felicity wrote the name down.“We own Robinson-Lubecki Lumber,” Amelia went on.
“When we met thirty years ago, George was working for his father in a little company called
Robinson Lumber. I was in charge of the Maine expansion of my own father’s company, Lubecki
Lumber.”“Is Lubecki your maiden name?” I asked.She nodded. “When our business expanded,
George’s father, Harold Robinson, and my father went into competition with one another and it
wasn’t pretty, to say the least. But George and I saw past all that. We fell in love with each other,
despite our family’s feuding.”I really didn’t need to hear her Romeo and Juliet life story, so I said,
“Since the company is now called Robinson-Lubecki Lumber, I’m assuming it all turned out well
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you could hope. Then there are other days when it would be better to stay in bed and let the
hours drift by while you remain hidden under the blankets.Today had hardly even started but I



already longed to crawl back into bed and pretend the sun had never risen.In fact, the sun hadn’t
risen yet. I was standing in my kitchen with a mug of steaming coffee in my hand at five a.m. My
lack of sleep and the early hour contributed to my reluctance to face the day ahead but the
sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach had more to do with location than time.I peered out
through the dark kitchen window. I could just make out the woods looming in the darkness at the
end of the yard. Yep, I was in Dearmont, Maine. So the move from Chicago to this middle-of-
nowhere small town by order of the Society hadn’t just been a terrible dream.Here I was, cast
away by the Society of Shadows to a quiet town where I “wouldn’t do further damage to the
Society’s image”. That was a joke; how could a secret society even have an image to damage?
But the joke was on me because they had banished me to a town where I would be lucky to get
a single case. As a preternatural investigator in a world where preternatural beings are hidden
from the general population, I hadn’t exactly been overrun with cases in Chicago so I expected
to be doing nothing more than sitting on my ass most days in Dearmont.The problem with that
was that the Society wouldn’t put up with me for much longer if my monthly reports said nothing
more than “no activity”. I wouldn’t just be sitting on my ass: I would be out on it. And from the
rumors I’d heard, nobody left the Society of Shadows and stayed alive for very long afterward.I
took a sip of coffee and grimaced at the bitter taste. Leaning against the sink, I surveyed the
kitchen and told myself that this was my home now so I had better get used to it and find a case
sooner rather than later.The house was still unfamiliar to me because the first time I saw it was
yesterday after driving here from Bangor airport. The Society had arranged to have my Land
Rover transported to Bangor from Chicago, so I could use it as soon as I landed, and they had
also had my boxed belongings brought to the new house.But their insistence on controlling
every aspect of the move meant that they had chosen the house I was to live in, as well as the
office I was to work out of in town. Sure, they took care of the first three months rent for both
places but that was small compensation for having to move into a house I hadn’t chosen
myself.As things had turned out, the house was actually quite nice. Located on a seemingly
quiet tree-lined street of fairly large four and five bedroom dwellings, my own four-bedroom
home was more than spacious enough, even with my boxes cluttering up the living room and two
of the bedrooms.I hadn’t unpacked anything but the bare essentials yet but I knew that even
after I’d emptied all the boxes, the belongings that had filled my two-bedroom apartment in
Chicago would be lost in this spacious house. Well, that was the way it was going to have to be. I
couldn’t afford new furniture unless I found paying clients.And in this small town, that might
prove to be an impossible task.I finished the coffee and put the empty cup into the sink. Outside,
a gray pre-dawn light was seeping into the sky. Summer was just beginning so I expected the
day to get hot later. I cranked up the air in the house so the place would be cool when I returned.
If things were as slow as I expected at the office, I might even close up early and come back
here this afternoon. No need to put in long hours on my first day on the job.I’d seen a barbecue
in the yard when I’d arrived yesterday. Maybe if I grabbed a few beers at the local store later,
along with some burgers, I could treat myself to a quiet house-warming party in the sun.I went



upstairs, showered, and dressed in jeans and a flannel shirt. By the time I came back
downstairs, the darkness beyond the windows had been replaced by a bright gray. The
uppermost branches of the fir and elm trees in the wood had caught a sliver of orange sunlight
but the shadows beneath were still dark and mysterious.I put on my boots, grabbed the keyring
that held my house, car, and office keys from a small table near the front door, and went out onto
the driveway. There was a slight breeze, cool against my skin and carrying a fresh earthy scent
with an overtone of sharp pine. I was a world away from the exhaust-laden air of Chicago.The
other houses on the street were mostly dark. A few lights shone behind closed curtains but most
of the houses were dark shapes against the early dawn light.I climbed into the Land Rover and
started the engine. It roared to life, shattering the dawn stillness. A few more lights came on
along the street, as the noise awoke the neighbors. I could imagine them peering out from their
bedroom windows and cursing “that guy who moved in yesterday”.Sorry, folks, I don’t intend to
get up this early every day. It’s just that trying to sleep in a strange house doesn’t work for me.
Once you get to know me, you’ll see I’m really a great guy, a perfect neighbor. I keep myself to
myself and never bring my work home with me, which is a good thing since my work involves
demons and vampires.I backed out of the driveway and headed toward town, consulting the
map of Dearmont on the passenger seat. The map showed Main Street and my office was
circled in red marker. I’d been told the office was located next to a donut shop, so it had that
going for it at least.Ten minutes and two wrong turns later, I found Main Street. It was a long road
lined with two and three level buildings housing businesses like the general store, a bookshop,
an outdoor store, and a number of restaurants and eating establishments. Only the general store
was open at the moment, the rest of the buildings dark and quiet.I found the donut shop, a place
imaginatively called Dearmont Donuts, and spotted a narrow door next to it with the words
HARBINGER P.I. printed in black letters on the frosted glass. I frowned when I saw that there
was light spilling out through the glass onto the sidewalk. I slowed the Land Rover and bent
forward to check the windows above Dearmont Donuts. The lights were on up there too. Maybe
someone had left them on by mistake.I found a parking space around the back of the building
and locked the Land Rover before walking around to the door that bore my name. On impulse, I
tried the door before using my key.It opened.So not only had someone left the lights burning,
they’d also left the door unlocked. Sighing, I stepped inside and found myself in a small foyer
with a steep flight of stairs leading up to the next floor. The foyer was empty except for a wooden
business card holder on the wall filled with cards. I took one and inspected it.The card was black
and in gold lettering it read ALEC HARBINGER P.I. (PRETERNATURAL INVESTIGATOR)
DISCRETION ASSURED. Below that, there was a phone number that I assumed belonged to a
phone in the office upstairs.I ascended the narrow stairs and found myself in a wood-paneled
hallway with three doors. Two of the doors had frosted glass panes. The third, the door closest to
me, was solid wood and had a gold plaque that said BATHROOM. That was good to know
because I intended to be drinking a lot of coffee here.The door at the far end of the hallway had
my name printed in the same lettering as the entrance door downstairs. The other door, situated



halfway between the bathroom and my office, intrigued me the most because its glass pane
displayed the word ASSISTANT. Not only that, there was a strong smell of coffee and baked
goods emanating from the room beyond.The door was ajar. I pushed it all the way open and was
greeted by the sight of a woman fussing around a coffee maker. She wore a white blouse, black
pencil skirt, and thick-rimmed glasses. She was slim and tall, her height accentuated by the fact
that her dark hair was piled up on top of her head. She turned to face me and I guessed her age
to be mid-twenties.“Mr. Harbinger,” she said, putting down the coffee pot. She had a British
accent. “You’re here.”“I am indeed,” I said. “This is my office after all. You can call me Alec, by the
way. And you are?”“Felicity Lake,” she said, coming forward with her hand outstretched.We
shook. Her hand was warm, her grip light.“Would you like a coffee?” she asked. “And an apple
bake? I have apple bakes. I made them myself this morning.” She returned to the coffee maker
and began pouring from the pot into a cup. There was a frenetic energy about her that might
come from nervousness or could just be a part of her personality. It was difficult to be sure.She
handed me the cup of coffee. “Cream and one sugar, just the way you like it.”So the Society had
told her how I took my coffee. That was very thorough of them. What else had they told her about
me?“Thanks, Felicity. And I would love to try one of those apple bakes.” I gestured to the plate of
golden brown goodies that smelled mouth-wateringly of apple and cinnamon.“Of course!” She
went over to the plate and began transferring some of the bakes onto a smaller dish. As well as
my coffee preference, the Society must have told her about my love of sweets and any food that
was bad for me.“I’ll bring these to your office for you,” she offered.“Thanks,” I said, turning and
heading for my office door. Felicity followed, the aroma of the apple bakes filling the hallway.My
office was spacious even with the large dark wood desk sitting by the window. A large leather
chair sat behind the desk with two smaller chairs for clients on the opposite side. A computer sat
on the desk, as well as an intercom device that I assumed connected to Felicity’s office. The
floor had a thick, pale-green carpet and the walls were painted a similar color. A bookshelf ran
along one wall with leather-bound grimoires and lore books sitting on it.“The books are from your
old office in Chicago,” Felicity said, placing the dish of apple bakes on my desk. “And that’s your
old trash basket too.” She pointed to a wire basket on the floor beneath the window.I sat in the
big chair and swiveled it to face the window and the view of Main Street.“I’ll get everything ready
for your first client,” Felicity said.“I have a client?” I tried not to sound too surprised but failed
miserably.“Yes,” she said, smoothing down her skirt with her hands. “She’ll be here at nine.” She
turned to leave.“Felicity,” I said, stopping her.Turning to face me, she asked, “Yes, Alec?”I looked
into her dark eyes and said, “Were you sent here to spy on me?”1111There are some days when
everything goes okay, or at least as well as you could hope. Then there are other days when it
would be better to stay in bed and let the hours drift by while you remain hidden under the
blankets.Today had hardly even started but I already longed to crawl back into bed and pretend
the sun had never risen.In fact, the sun hadn’t risen yet. I was standing in my kitchen with a mug
of steaming coffee in my hand at five a.m. My lack of sleep and the early hour contributed to my
reluctance to face the day ahead but the sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach had more to do



with location than time.I peered out through the dark kitchen window. I could just make out the
woods looming in the darkness at the end of the yard. Yep, I was in Dearmont, Maine. So the
move from Chicago to this middle-of-nowhere small town by order of the Society hadn’t just
been a terrible dream.Here I was, cast away by the Society of Shadows to a quiet town where I
“wouldn’t do further damage to the Society’s image”. That was a joke; how could a secret society
even have an image to damage?But the joke was on me because they had banished me to a
town where I would be lucky to get a single case. As a preternatural investigator in a world where
preternatural beings are hidden from the general population, I hadn’t exactly been overrun with
cases in Chicago so I expected to be doing nothing more than sitting on my ass most days in
Dearmont.The problem with that was that the Society wouldn’t put up with me for much longer if
my monthly reports said nothing more than “no activity”. I wouldn’t just be sitting on my ass: I
would be out on it. And from the rumors I’d heard, nobody left the Society of Shadows and
stayed alive for very long afterward.I took a sip of coffee and grimaced at the bitter taste.
Leaning against the sink, I surveyed the kitchen and told myself that this was my home now so I
had better get used to it and find a case sooner rather than later.The house was still unfamiliar to
me because the first time I saw it was yesterday after driving here from Bangor airport. The
Society had arranged to have my Land Rover transported to Bangor from Chicago, so I could
use it as soon as I landed, and they had also had my boxed belongings brought to the new
house.But their insistence on controlling every aspect of the move meant that they had chosen
the house I was to live in, as well as the office I was to work out of in town. Sure, they took care of
the first three months rent for both places but that was small compensation for having to move
into a house I hadn’t chosen myself.As things had turned out, the house was actually quite nice.
Located on a seemingly quiet tree-lined street of fairly large four and five bedroom dwellings, my
own four-bedroom home was more than spacious enough, even with my boxes cluttering up the
living room and two of the bedrooms.I hadn’t unpacked anything but the bare essentials yet but I
knew that even after I’d emptied all the boxes, the belongings that had filled my two-bedroom
apartment in Chicago would be lost in this spacious house. Well, that was the way it was going to
have to be. I couldn’t afford new furniture unless I found paying clients.And in this small town,
that might prove to be an impossible task.I finished the coffee and put the empty cup into the
sink. Outside, a gray pre-dawn light was seeping into the sky. Summer was just beginning so I
expected the day to get hot later. I cranked up the air in the house so the place would be cool
when I returned. If things were as slow as I expected at the office, I might even close up early
and come back here this afternoon. No need to put in long hours on my first day on the job.I’d
seen a barbecue in the yard when I’d arrived yesterday. Maybe if I grabbed a few beers at the
local store later, along with some burgers, I could treat myself to a quiet house-warming party in
the sun.I went upstairs, showered, and dressed in jeans and a flannel shirt. By the time I came
back downstairs, the darkness beyond the windows had been replaced by a bright gray. The
uppermost branches of the fir and elm trees in the wood had caught a sliver of orange sunlight
but the shadows beneath were still dark and mysterious.I put on my boots, grabbed the keyring



that held my house, car, and office keys from a small table near the front door, and went out onto
the driveway. There was a slight breeze, cool against my skin and carrying a fresh earthy scent
with an overtone of sharp pine. I was a world away from the exhaust-laden air of Chicago.The
other houses on the street were mostly dark. A few lights shone behind closed curtains but most
of the houses were dark shapes against the early dawn light.I climbed into the Land Rover and
started the engine. It roared to life, shattering the dawn stillness. A few more lights came on
along the street, as the noise awoke the neighbors. I could imagine them peering out from their
bedroom windows and cursing “that guy who moved in yesterday”.Sorry, folks, I don’t intend to
get up this early every day. It’s just that trying to sleep in a strange house doesn’t work for me.
Once you get to know me, you’ll see I’m really a great guy, a perfect neighbor. I keep myself to
myself and never bring my work home with me, which is a good thing since my work involves
demons and vampires.I backed out of the driveway and headed toward town, consulting the
map of Dearmont on the passenger seat. The map showed Main Street and my office was
circled in red marker. I’d been told the office was located next to a donut shop, so it had that
going for it at least.Ten minutes and two wrong turns later, I found Main Street. It was a long road
lined with two and three level buildings housing businesses like the general store, a bookshop,
an outdoor store, and a number of restaurants and eating establishments. Only the general store
was open at the moment, the rest of the buildings dark and quiet.I found the donut shop, a place
imaginatively called Dearmont Donuts, and spotted a narrow door next to it with the words
HARBINGER P.I. printed in black letters on the frosted glass. I frowned when I saw that there
was light spilling out through the glass onto the sidewalk. I slowed the Land Rover and bent
forward to check the windows above Dearmont Donuts. The lights were on up there too. Maybe
someone had left them on by mistake.I found a parking space around the back of the building
and locked the Land Rover before walking around to the door that bore my name. On impulse, I
tried the door before using my key.It opened.So not only had someone left the lights burning,
they’d also left the door unlocked. Sighing, I stepped inside and found myself in a small foyer
with a steep flight of stairs leading up to the next floor. The foyer was empty except for a wooden
business card holder on the wall filled with cards. I took one and inspected it.The card was black
and in gold lettering it read ALEC HARBINGER P.I. (PRETERNATURAL INVESTIGATOR)
DISCRETION ASSURED. Below that, there was a phone number that I assumed belonged to a
phone in the office upstairs.I ascended the narrow stairs and found myself in a wood-paneled
hallway with three doors. Two of the doors had frosted glass panes. The third, the door closest to
me, was solid wood and had a gold plaque that said BATHROOM. That was good to know
because I intended to be drinking a lot of coffee here.The door at the far end of the hallway had
my name printed in the same lettering as the entrance door downstairs. The other door, situated
halfway between the bathroom and my office, intrigued me the most because its glass pane
displayed the word ASSISTANT. Not only that, there was a strong smell of coffee and baked
goods emanating from the room beyond.The door was ajar. I pushed it all the way open and was
greeted by the sight of a woman fussing around a coffee maker. She wore a white blouse, black



pencil skirt, and thick-rimmed glasses. She was slim and tall, her height accentuated by the fact
that her dark hair was piled up on top of her head. She turned to face me and I guessed her age
to be mid-twenties.“Mr. Harbinger,” she said, putting down the coffee pot. She had a British
accent. “You’re here.”“I am indeed,” I said. “This is my office after all. You can call me Alec, by the
way. And you are?”“Felicity Lake,” she said, coming forward with her hand outstretched.We
shook. Her hand was warm, her grip light.“Would you like a coffee?” she asked. “And an apple
bake? I have apple bakes. I made them myself this morning.” She returned to the coffee maker
and began pouring from the pot into a cup. There was a frenetic energy about her that might
come from nervousness or could just be a part of her personality. It was difficult to be sure.She
handed me the cup of coffee. “Cream and one sugar, just the way you like it.”So the Society had
told her how I took my coffee. That was very thorough of them. What else had they told her about
me?“Thanks, Felicity. And I would love to try one of those apple bakes.” I gestured to the plate of
golden brown goodies that smelled mouth-wateringly of apple and cinnamon.“Of course!” She
went over to the plate and began transferring some of the bakes onto a smaller dish. As well as
my coffee preference, the Society must have told her about my love of sweets and any food that
was bad for me.“I’ll bring these to your office for you,” she offered.“Thanks,” I said, turning and
heading for my office door. Felicity followed, the aroma of the apple bakes filling the hallway.My
office was spacious even with the large dark wood desk sitting by the window. A large leather
chair sat behind the desk with two smaller chairs for clients on the opposite side. A computer sat
on the desk, as well as an intercom device that I assumed connected to Felicity’s office. The
floor had a thick, pale-green carpet and the walls were painted a similar color. A bookshelf ran
along one wall with leather-bound grimoires and lore books sitting on it.“The books are from your
old office in Chicago,” Felicity said, placing the dish of apple bakes on my desk. “And that’s your
old trash basket too.” She pointed to a wire basket on the floor beneath the window.I sat in the
big chair and swiveled it to face the window and the view of Main Street.“I’ll get everything ready
for your first client,” Felicity said.“I have a client?” I tried not to sound too surprised but failed
miserably.“Yes,” she said, smoothing down her skirt with her hands. “She’ll be here at nine.” She
turned to leave.“Felicity,” I said, stopping her.Turning to face me, she asked, “Yes, Alec?”I looked
into her dark eyes and said, “Were you sent here to spy on me?”2She sagged slightly against
the door frame. “Oh dear. I didn’t mean to … I’ve made a mess of this, haven’t I?” She leaned
more heavily against the frame and I wondered if she was going to faint. I rushed over to her and
took her hand and shoulder, guiding her to one of the client chairs by the desk. Felicity was
shaking her head and looking at the floor with tears in her eyes. She kept mumbling, “I can’t
believe I’m so stupid.”“Take a seat,” I said, pushing her gently into the chair. I sat on the edge of
the desk. “Would you like a drink of water or something?”She shook her head, still staring at the
green carpet. “I’ll be fine in a minute.” Then she looked up at me with watery eyes and said, “I’m
sorry.”“Hey, don’t worry about it. You were just doing what you were told to do. I don’t hold it
against you.”“What gave me away?” she asked.“Well, first, there’s the fact that I’ve never had an
assistant before. I didn’t have one in Chicago, so I doubt the Society would think I’m going to



need one working this small town. Then there’s your accent. You’re obviously from England, so
that probably means you were sent here from the London headquarters. Why do I warrant an
assistant all the way from headquarters? The answer is, I don’t.”Felicity nodded slowly.“And
another thing,” I said. “Since you’re from London, I’m willing to bet that you were sent here by my
father.”She nodded again. “I was assigned to you by the Inner Circle but I was to report to your
father directly, yes.” A tear rolled down her left cheek. When she spoke again, her voice cracked
slightly. “This is my first assignment and I’ve ballsed everything up on my first day. The Society
will kick me out.” She began to cry softly.I hate it when people cry in front of me. I never know
what to do and that makes me feel uncomfortable and helpless. “Hey, hey, there’s no need to
cry,” I said softly. “I’ll find you a tissue.” I left the room and went into Felicity’s office, where I found
a box of Kleenex on her desk. When I returned, she had composed herself and was sitting up
straight. Her eyes were still leaking, though.I handed her the box of tissues.“Thank you, Mr.
Harbinger,” she said, dabbing at her eyes. “I’m very sorry to have done this to you. I was only
following orders. Now, I must return to London and inform the Inner Circle of my failure to carry
out my duties.” She got up and walked toward the door.“Hey, wait,” I said. “You haven’t done
anything to me except give me coffee and apple bakes.” I took a bite of one of the bakes. The
sweet apple and cinnamon filling melted on my tongue. I said, “They’re delicious, by the
way.”She smiled, but there was still a look of despair in her eyes.“Come and sit down,” I
suggested. “We can talk about this.”Slowly, she came back into the office and took a seat. “I
really don’t know what there is to talk about, Mr. Harbinger.”“I told you, call me Alec,” I said. I was
going to add that old line, “Mr. Harbinger is my father,” but decided against it, since she knew my
father and he was the reason she was in trouble right now.Felicity threw her arms up in an
exaggerated shrug. “It doesn’t really matter anymore, Alec. Our working relationship is over.
When the Society finds out I failed to stay undercover, they’ll recall me to London.”“Maybe,” I
said. “But first they have to find out. Besides, there’s no way the Inner Circle could think I
wouldn’t figure out that you were here to spy on me. I think this is more a case of them letting me
know that they’re watching me, in case I screw up again.”She frowned at me. “Screw up
again?”“Oh, they didn’t tell you why you were spying on me in the first place? They didn’t
mention Paris?”Her frown deepened. “Paris, France?”I nodded. “If they didn’t mention it to you,
don’t worry about it.” I certainly wasn’t in the mood to go over all that again. I’d spent more than
enough time explaining it to the Inner Circle under interrogation a few months ago.“I don’t know
anything about Paris,” she said. “I was just told to come and work for you and send a report to
headquarters once a month, or more often, if you behaved strangely.”I nodded. Yeah, that
figured. It seemed to me that the Inner Circle, led by my father, had decided to use Felicity Lake
as a pawn in a game that was being played between them and me. Even I didn’t know what that
game was. As far as I was concerned, I’d been questioned about the events in Paris and
demoted from my office in Chicago to the sleepy town of Dearmont. I thought that was the end of
the matter, but the fact they’d sent someone to spy on me suggested otherwise.“Felicity,” I asked
her, “how good of an assistant are you?”She looked at me with a glint of pride in her moist eyes.



“I’m very good. I’ve been through the Society’s three-year course and I was hoping to become an
investigator like yourself. As you know, that requires at least a year working with a fully-fledged
investigator.”“Ah,” I said, understanding now. “And that’s how they sold you this job. They told you
that the time you spent working with me, and spying on the side, would count toward your time in
the field.”She nodded.“Here’s the thing,” I said. “Through no fault of your own, you’ve been
dragged into this game the Society are playing with me. Now, we both know that your cover has
been blown, but the people who sent you here don’t know that. So, if you still want to be my
assistant and spend time in the field, that’s fine with me.”Her eyes widened and a small smile
spread across her mouth. “Really? But what about sending reports to your father?”I shrugged.
“Send them as normal. I don’t expect much to happen around here anyhow.”Felicity’s hand flew
to her mouth and her eyes shot to the clock on the wall. “Mrs. Robinson!”“Mrs. Robinson?” I had
no idea what she was talking about.“Your client. She’ll be here soon. I have to get everything
ready.”I followed her eyes to the clock. It wasn’t even eight yet. “I thought you said she was
coming at nine.”“She is,” she said, getting up.“So she won’t be here for another hour.”“Still, I need
to prepare the reception area and make more coffee. And fix my makeup.”“Okay,” I said. I guess I
couldn’t blame her for being nervous on her first day. “So you go do that and I’ll hang around in
here.”She nodded and scuttled to the door. Before she went out, she turned back to me and
said, “Thank you.”Before I could reply, she disappeared into the hallway.I sat in the big leather
chair behind the desk and swiveled the seat from side to side a few times, surveying my new
office. It would take me some time, but I could probably get used to this place. Rolling the chair
over to the window, I peered out at Main Street. The sun was up now and the street was busy
with people opening up their businesses or just strolling along the sidewalk. Some of them had
rolled newspapers tucked under their arms and takeout coffee in their hands.Bringing my own
coffee and the apple bakes over to the window, I ate breakfast and watched Dearmont come to
life. That might be overstating things. Sure, the traffic increased and a few townsfolk wandered
along the sidewalk, but this was hardly Chicago. I wondered what preternatural problem Mrs.
Robinson could possibly have in a place like this.Obviously I knew enough not to judge the town
by its outward appearance; dark secrets and creatures sometimes lurk in the most innocent
looking places. But I can usually sense those things and Dearmont not only looked like a sleepy
town, it felt like it to my innermost senses, too. Sure, there could be a haunted house somewhere
in the area, maybe even a ghoul or two at the cemetery (those damned things got everywhere),
but I had a hunch that Dearmont was a dead zone as far as preternatural activity went.I really
needed to stop trusting in my hunches so much.2222She sagged slightly against the door
frame. “Oh dear. I didn’t mean to … I’ve made a mess of this, haven’t I?” She leaned more
heavily against the frame and I wondered if she was going to faint. I rushed over to her and took
her hand and shoulder, guiding her to one of the client chairs by the desk. Felicity was shaking
her head and looking at the floor with tears in her eyes. She kept mumbling, “I can’t believe I’m
so stupid.”“Take a seat,” I said, pushing her gently into the chair. I sat on the edge of the desk.
“Would you like a drink of water or something?”She shook her head, still staring at the green



carpet. “I’ll be fine in a minute.” Then she looked up at me with watery eyes and said, “I’m
sorry.”“Hey, don’t worry about it. You were just doing what you were told to do. I don’t hold it
against you.”“What gave me away?” she asked.“Well, first, there’s the fact that I’ve never had an
assistant before. I didn’t have one in Chicago, so I doubt the Society would think I’m going to
need one working this small town. Then there’s your accent. You’re obviously from England, so
that probably means you were sent here from the London headquarters. Why do I warrant an
assistant all the way from headquarters? The answer is, I don’t.”Felicity nodded slowly.“And
another thing,” I said. “Since you’re from London, I’m willing to bet that you were sent here by my
father.”She nodded again. “I was assigned to you by the Inner Circle but I was to report to your
father directly, yes.” A tear rolled down her left cheek. When she spoke again, her voice cracked
slightly. “This is my first assignment and I’ve ballsed everything up on my first day. The Society
will kick me out.” She began to cry softly.I hate it when people cry in front of me. I never know
what to do and that makes me feel uncomfortable and helpless. “Hey, hey, there’s no need to
cry,” I said softly. “I’ll find you a tissue.” I left the room and went into Felicity’s office, where I found
a box of Kleenex on her desk. When I returned, she had composed herself and was sitting up
straight. Her eyes were still leaking, though.I handed her the box of tissues.“Thank you, Mr.
Harbinger,” she said, dabbing at her eyes. “I’m very sorry to have done this to you. I was only
following orders. Now, I must return to London and inform the Inner Circle of my failure to carry
out my duties.” She got up and walked toward the door.“Hey, wait,” I said. “You haven’t done
anything to me except give me coffee and apple bakes.” I took a bite of one of the bakes. The
sweet apple and cinnamon filling melted on my tongue. I said, “They’re delicious, by the
way.”She smiled, but there was still a look of despair in her eyes.“Come and sit down,” I
suggested. “We can talk about this.”Slowly, she came back into the office and took a seat. “I
really don’t know what there is to talk about, Mr. Harbinger.”“I told you, call me Alec,” I said. I was
going to add that old line, “Mr. Harbinger is my father,” but decided against it, since she knew my
father and he was the reason she was in trouble right now.Felicity threw her arms up in an
exaggerated shrug. “It doesn’t really matter anymore, Alec. Our working relationship is over.
When the Society finds out I failed to stay undercover, they’ll recall me to London.”“Maybe,” I
said. “But first they have to find out. Besides, there’s no way the Inner Circle could think I
wouldn’t figure out that you were here to spy on me. I think this is more a case of them letting me
know that they’re watching me, in case I screw up again.”She frowned at me. “Screw up
again?”“Oh, they didn’t tell you why you were spying on me in the first place? They didn’t
mention Paris?”Her frown deepened. “Paris, France?”I nodded. “If they didn’t mention it to you,
don’t worry about it.” I certainly wasn’t in the mood to go over all that again. I’d spent more than
enough time explaining it to the Inner Circle under interrogation a few months ago.“I don’t know
anything about Paris,” she said. “I was just told to come and work for you and send a report to
headquarters once a month, or more often, if you behaved strangely.”I nodded. Yeah, that
figured. It seemed to me that the Inner Circle, led by my father, had decided to use Felicity Lake
as a pawn in a game that was being played between them and me. Even I didn’t know what that



game was. As far as I was concerned, I’d been questioned about the events in Paris and
demoted from my office in Chicago to the sleepy town of Dearmont. I thought that was the end of
the matter, but the fact they’d sent someone to spy on me suggested otherwise.“Felicity,” I asked
her, “how good of an assistant are you?”She looked at me with a glint of pride in her moist eyes.
“I’m very good. I’ve been through the Society’s three-year course and I was hoping to become an
investigator like yourself. As you know, that requires at least a year working with a fully-fledged
investigator.”“Ah,” I said, understanding now. “And that’s how they sold you this job. They told you
that the time you spent working with me, and spying on the side, would count toward your time in
the field.”She nodded.“Here’s the thing,” I said. “Through no fault of your own, you’ve been
dragged into this game the Society are playing with me. Now, we both know that your cover has
been blown, but the people who sent you here don’t know that. So, if you still want to be my
assistant and spend time in the field, that’s fine with me.”Her eyes widened and a small smile
spread across her mouth. “Really? But what about sending reports to your father?”I shrugged.
“Send them as normal. I don’t expect much to happen around here anyhow.”Felicity’s hand flew
to her mouth and her eyes shot to the clock on the wall. “Mrs. Robinson!”“Mrs. Robinson?” I had
no idea what she was talking about.“Your client. She’ll be here soon. I have to get everything
ready.”I followed her eyes to the clock. It wasn’t even eight yet. “I thought you said she was
coming at nine.”“She is,” she said, getting up.“So she won’t be here for another hour.”“Still, I need
to prepare the reception area and make more coffee. And fix my makeup.”“Okay,” I said. I guess I
couldn’t blame her for being nervous on her first day. “So you go do that and I’ll hang around in
here.”She nodded and scuttled to the door. Before she went out, she turned back to me and
said, “Thank you.”Before I could reply, she disappeared into the hallway.I sat in the big leather
chair behind the desk and swiveled the seat from side to side a few times, surveying my new
office. It would take me some time, but I could probably get used to this place. Rolling the chair
over to the window, I peered out at Main Street. The sun was up now and the street was busy
with people opening up their businesses or just strolling along the sidewalk. Some of them had
rolled newspapers tucked under their arms and takeout coffee in their hands.Bringing my own
coffee and the apple bakes over to the window, I ate breakfast and watched Dearmont come to
life. That might be overstating things. Sure, the traffic increased and a few townsfolk wandered
along the sidewalk, but this was hardly Chicago. I wondered what preternatural problem Mrs.
Robinson could possibly have in a place like this.Obviously I knew enough not to judge the town
by its outward appearance; dark secrets and creatures sometimes lurk in the most innocent
looking places. But I can usually sense those things and Dearmont not only looked like a sleepy
town, it felt like it to my innermost senses, too. Sure, there could be a haunted house somewhere
in the area, maybe even a ghoul or two at the cemetery (those damned things got everywhere),
but I had a hunch that Dearmont was a dead zone as far as preternatural activity went.I really
needed to stop trusting in my hunches so much.3I spent the next hour on my computer,
checking the local news reports on the net. Maybe whatever Mrs. Robinson wanted to hire me
for was connected to an event that had been reported somewhere. But my search seemed



pointless. The last time Dearmont had made the news was when a local librarian named Deirdre
Summers had gone missing and was presumed dead after her clothing had been found on the
shore of the lake near town. That had been three years ago.Still, I grabbed a notebook from the
small pile Felicity had put on my desk and made a couple of notes. The sheriff investigating the
case was Sheriff John Cantrell. A picture showed him standing by the edge of the lake, staring
out over the water with a searching look in his eyes. He’d probably been told to adopt that
expression by the photographer.Cantrell was a big man and looked like he might spend his free
time wrestling grizzlies for fun. But it was the deputy standing next to him who caught my
attention. She was stunningly attractive.She was much smaller than Cantrell, but who wasn’t?
Her hair was cut to shoulder length and was a fiery red color. It framed a face that wouldn’t be
out of place on the cover of a magazine, with high cheekbones and cat-like green eyes.Despite
her model’s face, she wasn’t thin, but had curves in all the right places. Even her uniform couldn’t
hide those curves. Standing with her hands on her hips, she also stared out over the lake, but
her face looked more thoughtful than her boss’s. I guessed she was the brains and he was the
brawn of the local law.I searched for her name, but it wasn’t mentioned either beneath the photo
or in the article.Apart from the missing woman case, which made national news, Dearmont
wasn’t considered interesting by journalists. The only other mentions of the town on the net were
uploads of articles written for the Dearmont Observer, the local paper. Most of these were
written by someone named Wesley Jones, who I assumed was the town’s reporter. The articles
covered events like a bake sale at the church, the 4th of July parade, and the Christmas parade.
The people here sure seemed to like their parades. I reached over to the intercom device on my
desk and pressed the button. Felicity’s voice came out of the speaker a few seconds later. “Yes,
Alec?”“Do we know why Mrs. Robinson wants to hire us?” Maybe I should have just asked
Felicity in the first place and saved myself the time I’d just spent looking at articles about coffee
mornings and town council meetings. Still, if I’d done that, I wouldn’t have seen the picture of the
stunning redheaded deputy by the lake.“No idea,” she said. “Should I have asked her when she
called to make an appointment?”“No, sometimes people don’t like to talk about this kind of stuff
until they’re here in the office.” I paused and then said, “When did Mrs. Robinson
call?”“Yesterday.”“You were here yesterday?”“Yes, I’ve been here two weeks. I had to oversee the
refurbishment of the offices and unpack your books and trash can. I also put an advertisement in
the local newspaper last week. That’s probably where Mrs. Robinson heard about us.”“Okay,” I
said. “I just hope she isn’t a kook.” I released the button and sat back in my chair. It was entirely
possible that Mrs. Robinson was one of the many people who came through the doors of
preternatural investigators’ offices with either a crazy story or a ridiculous request. I’d heard it all
during my time in the field. Aliens are abducting my dog. Elvis lives in my garden shed. The
award for the craziest story I ever heard goes to an old woman in Chicago who told me that her
cat was planning to assassinate the president.It comes with the territory, of course. My job is to
take cases where there might be some kind of preternatural activity. That means I deal with
vampires, demons, faeries, werewolves, and a whole host of other creatures that most people



don’t believe in. Some of the people who do believe in those creatures are not always of sound
mind.Those people are turned away once we realize their case isn’t a genuine haunting,
possession, curse, or whatever.The other potential clients we have to turn away are those that
think the P.I. stands for Private Investigator and not Preternatural Investigator. There’s a
preternatural investigator office in almost every city and large town across America and Europe—
hell, there’s even one in Dearmont, Maine now—so you’d think people would know who we are
and what we do, even if they think we’re nuts.But they still come and ask us to follow a cheating
spouse or track down a long lost family member. I usually keep contact details of local private
investigators so I can pass the customers on once I realize their problems aren’t preternaturally
based.Mrs. Robinson could be a kook, or someone in need of a private eye. Or maybe she had a
real preternatural problem. I had to speak to her and find out, but I wasn’t counting my expenses
checks just yet.The intercom buzzed and Felicity’s voice said, “Mrs. Robinson is here,
Alec.”“Send her in,” I said. “And Felicity, you come in, too. You can take notes if you like.”A couple
of seconds later, the door opened and an elegantly-dressed woman in her fifties entered. I got
up and went around the desk, my hand out. “Mrs. Robinson, I’m Alec Harbinger.”She shook my
hand with a soft grip and said, “Please, call me Amelia.”“Of course. Take a seat.” I gestured to the
chairs in front of the desk and she took the one where Felicity had been crying earlier.Felicity
came in and closed the door behind her. She was carrying a legal pad and a pen. I pulled the
other client seat halfway around the desk so that Felicity wasn’t sitting next to Amelia Robinson. I
didn’t want the older woman to feel crowded. Some of our clients only come to us after they’ve
reached a point of desperation regarding their situation. Talking about things you’ve been told
aren’t real isn’t always easy, and I wanted Mrs. Robinson to feel comfortable.Felicity took the
seat and sat poised with her pen above the legal pad.I looked at Amelia Robinson. From the
pearls around her neck, perfectly coiffed gray hair, and expensive-looking blue blouse, black
pants, and black high-heels, I guessed she was a successful businesswoman or a member of a
rich family who made some wise investments.“How can I help you today?” I asked her, sitting
down.“I have a … problem,” she said. Her voice was controlled and even, supporting my theory
of businesswoman. I could imagine her talking to a board of directors with that voice. “But before
we begin, I must be assured of your discretion. I am well-known in Maine society and I cannot
abide a scandal.”I frowned. “And by scandal, you mean….” I let my voice trail off, waiting for her
to finish my sentence.“I mean hiring you,” she said. “Talking to you. Being here in your office. If
word got out that I had hired a supernatural detective, I’d be the laughing stock of the East
Coast.”So, at least she wasn’t here under the mistaken belief that I was a mundane private
investigator. I was also pretty sure she wasn’t a kook, but I wouldn’t know for sure until I heard
her story.“As it says on my card,” I said, “discretion is assured. We’re very aware of the delicate
nature of our work and we act accordingly.”“Very well.” She looked around the office as if she
were an army sergeant inspecting the privates’ quarters. I hadn’t had time to settle in yet, so at
least the place was still tidy. “It isn’t like I have a choice,” she said, her gaze resting on me.“Tell
me all about it,” I said, sitting back in my seat, my body language telling her I was ready to



listen.“It’s our son, James. He’s nineteen and something has happened to him. Something
terrible.” Her level tone cracked slightly and she reached into her purse for a tissue. She wasn’t
crying yet, but maybe she knew that the story she was about to tell always made her break down
at a certain point in its telling.I glanced at Felicity. She was scribbling notes.“Just take your time,” I
told Amelia. “There’s no hurry. What’s your husband’s name?”“George,” she said. “George
Robinson.”Felicity wrote the name down.“We own Robinson-Lubecki Lumber,” Amelia went on.
“When we met thirty years ago, George was working for his father in a little company called
Robinson Lumber. I was in charge of the Maine expansion of my own father’s company, Lubecki
Lumber.”“Is Lubecki your maiden name?” I asked.She nodded. “When our business expanded,
George’s father, Harold Robinson, and my father went into competition with one another and it
wasn’t pretty, to say the least. But George and I saw past all that. We fell in love with each other,
despite our family’s feuding.”I really didn’t need to hear her Romeo and Juliet life story, so I said,
“Since the company is now called Robinson-Lubecki Lumber, I’m assuming it all turned out well
in the end.”3333I spent the next hour on my computer, checking the local news reports on the
net. Maybe whatever Mrs. Robinson wanted to hire me for was connected to an event that had
been reported somewhere. But my search seemed pointless. The last time Dearmont had made
the news was when a local librarian named Deirdre Summers had gone missing and was
presumed dead after her clothing had been found on the shore of the lake near town. That had
been three years ago.Still, I grabbed a notebook from the small pile Felicity had put on my desk
and made a couple of notes. The sheriff investigating the case was Sheriff John Cantrell. A
picture showed him standing by the edge of the lake, staring out over the water with a searching
look in his eyes. He’d probably been told to adopt that expression by the photographer.Cantrell
was a big man and looked like he might spend his free time wrestling grizzlies for fun. But it was
the deputy standing next to him who caught my attention. She was stunningly attractive.She was
much smaller than Cantrell, but who wasn’t? Her hair was cut to shoulder length and was a fiery
red color. It framed a face that wouldn’t be out of place on the cover of a magazine, with high
cheekbones and cat-like green eyes.Despite her model’s face, she wasn’t thin, but had curves in
all the right places. Even her uniform couldn’t hide those curves. Standing with her hands on her
hips, she also stared out over the lake, but her face looked more thoughtful than her boss’s. I
guessed she was the brains and he was the brawn of the local law.I searched for her name, but it
wasn’t mentioned either beneath the photo or in the article.Apart from the missing woman case,
which made national news, Dearmont wasn’t considered interesting by journalists. The only
other mentions of the town on the net were uploads of articles written for the Dearmont
Observer, the local paper. Most of these were written by someone named Wesley Jones, who I
assumed was the town’s reporter. The articles covered events like a bake sale at the church, the
4th of July parade, and the Christmas parade. The people here sure seemed to like their
parades. I reached over to the intercom device on my desk and pressed the button. Felicity’s
voice came out of the speaker a few seconds later. “Yes, Alec?”“Do we know why Mrs. Robinson
wants to hire us?” Maybe I should have just asked Felicity in the first place and saved myself the



time I’d just spent looking at articles about coffee mornings and town council meetings. Still, if I’d
done that, I wouldn’t have seen the picture of the stunning redheaded deputy by the lake.“No
idea,” she said. “Should I have asked her when she called to make an appointment?”“No,
sometimes people don’t like to talk about this kind of stuff until they’re here in the office.” I
paused and then said, “When did Mrs. Robinson call?”“Yesterday.”“You were here
yesterday?”“Yes, I’ve been here two weeks. I had to oversee the refurbishment of the offices and
unpack your books and trash can. I also put an advertisement in the local newspaper last week.
That’s probably where Mrs. Robinson heard about us.”“Okay,” I said. “I just hope she isn’t a kook.”
I released the button and sat back in my chair. It was entirely possible that Mrs. Robinson was
one of the many people who came through the doors of preternatural investigators’ offices with
either a crazy story or a ridiculous request. I’d heard it all during my time in the field. Aliens are
abducting my dog. Elvis lives in my garden shed. The award for the craziest story I ever heard
goes to an old woman in Chicago who told me that her cat was planning to assassinate the
president.It comes with the territory, of course. My job is to take cases where there might be
some kind of preternatural activity. That means I deal with vampires, demons, faeries,
werewolves, and a whole host of other creatures that most people don’t believe in. Some of the
people who do believe in those creatures are not always of sound mind.Those people are turned
away once we realize their case isn’t a genuine haunting, possession, curse, or whatever.The
other potential clients we have to turn away are those that think the P.I. stands for Private
Investigator and not Preternatural Investigator. There’s a preternatural investigator office in
almost every city and large town across America and Europe—hell, there’s even one in
Dearmont, Maine now—so you’d think people would know who we are and what we do, even if
they think we’re nuts.But they still come and ask us to follow a cheating spouse or track down a
long lost family member. I usually keep contact details of local private investigators so I can pass
the customers on once I realize their problems aren’t preternaturally based.Mrs. Robinson could
be a kook, or someone in need of a private eye. Or maybe she had a real preternatural problem. I
had to speak to her and find out, but I wasn’t counting my expenses checks just yet.The
intercom buzzed and Felicity’s voice said, “Mrs. Robinson is here, Alec.”“Send her in,” I said.
“And Felicity, you come in, too. You can take notes if you like.”A couple of seconds later, the door
opened and an elegantly-dressed woman in her fifties entered. I got up and went around the
desk, my hand out. “Mrs. Robinson, I’m Alec Harbinger.”She shook my hand with a soft grip and
said, “Please, call me Amelia.”“Of course. Take a seat.” I gestured to the chairs in front of the
desk and she took the one where Felicity had been crying earlier.Felicity came in and closed the
door behind her. She was carrying a legal pad and a pen. I pulled the other client seat halfway
around the desk so that Felicity wasn’t sitting next to Amelia Robinson. I didn’t want the older
woman to feel crowded. Some of our clients only come to us after they’ve reached a point of
desperation regarding their situation. Talking about things you’ve been told aren’t real isn’t
always easy, and I wanted Mrs. Robinson to feel comfortable.Felicity took the seat and sat
poised with her pen above the legal pad.I looked at Amelia Robinson. From the pearls around



her neck, perfectly coiffed gray hair, and expensive-looking blue blouse, black pants, and black
high-heels, I guessed she was a successful businesswoman or a member of a rich family who
made some wise investments.“How can I help you today?” I asked her, sitting down.“I have a …
problem,” she said. Her voice was controlled and even, supporting my theory of businesswoman.
I could imagine her talking to a board of directors with that voice. “But before we begin, I must be
assured of your discretion. I am well-known in Maine society and I cannot abide a scandal.”I
frowned. “And by scandal, you mean….” I let my voice trail off, waiting for her to finish my
sentence.“I mean hiring you,” she said. “Talking to you. Being here in your office. If word got out
that I had hired a supernatural detective, I’d be the laughing stock of the East Coast.”So, at least
she wasn’t here under the mistaken belief that I was a mundane private investigator. I was also
pretty sure she wasn’t a kook, but I wouldn’t know for sure until I heard her story.“As it says on
my card,” I said, “discretion is assured. We’re very aware of the delicate nature of our work and
we act accordingly.”“Very well.” She looked around the office as if she were an army sergeant
inspecting the privates’ quarters. I hadn’t had time to settle in yet, so at least the place was still
tidy. “It isn’t like I have a choice,” she said, her gaze resting on me.“Tell me all about it,” I said,
sitting back in my seat, my body language telling her I was ready to listen.“It’s our son, James.
He’s nineteen and something has happened to him. Something terrible.” Her level tone cracked
slightly and she reached into her purse for a tissue. She wasn’t crying yet, but maybe she knew
that the story she was about to tell always made her break down at a certain point in its telling.I
glanced at Felicity. She was scribbling notes.“Just take your time,” I told Amelia. “There’s no hurry.
What’s your husband’s name?”“George,” she said. “George Robinson.”Felicity wrote the name
down.“We own Robinson-Lubecki Lumber,” Amelia went on. “When we met thirty years ago,
George was working for his father in a little company called Robinson Lumber. I was in charge of
the Maine expansion of my own father’s company, Lubecki Lumber.”“Is Lubecki your maiden
name?” I asked.She nodded. “When our business expanded, George’s father, Harold Robinson,
and my father went into competition with one another and it wasn’t pretty, to say the least. But
George and I saw past all that. We fell in love with each other, despite our family’s feuding.”I
really didn’t need to hear her Romeo and Juliet life story, so I said, “Since the company is now
called Robinson-Lubecki Lumber, I’m assuming it all turned out well in the end.”
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Gilbert M. Stack, “There's a New Detective in Town. Lost Soul introduces Alec Harbinger, who
makes his living as a private investigator of paranormal incidents. He’s also a member of a
secret society who tries to keep paranormal threats contained, but the society is angry at him
and has sent him from Chicago to rural Maine where he expects to find no work at all. Obviously,
there would be no series if he was correct in his assessment, so Harbinger quickly discovers
that rural Maine is teaming with paranormal activity.The mystery kept my interest. The book
moves along as a pretty good clip. Harbinger and his assistant and his friend who survived a
classic “slasher movie” style problem were all good characters. The one thing I was dissatisfied
with was that I don’t have a sense of Harbinger’s abilities yet. He clearly has a lot of knowledge
and a lot of training. He uses magically empowered items. But it’s unclear to me if he has any
magical abilities of his own. Hopefully this will become clear in future novels.”

RaksGato, “Lost Soul: first in the Harbinger P.I. series. Lost Soul, a Harbinger P.I. novelby Adam
J. Wright"Lost Soul" is the first book in the Harbinger P.I. series. It introduces Alec Harbinger, P.I.
(Preternatural Investigator). Alec is a member of the Society of Shadows. He formerly was well-
regarded in the Society, until a mysterious event in Paris -- one that he cannot wholly remember.
Now, he's been demoted from one of the foremost P.I.s, living and making a very good living in
Chicago, to being pretty much on his own in the small town of Dearmont, Maine. Sure, the
Society got him a house, set him up in a well-appointed office with an assistant, but he
understands that if he can't pull his own in this small town, where he doubts there will me much
paranormal activity, that he soon might be out of a job. And the assistant, Felicity? It seems she's
been hired by the Society to check up on Alec and to make monthly reports to none other than
Alec's father. So, we have big city boy, stuck in a small Northeastern town, knowing no one and
wondering what the heck happened in Paris that put him in this spot. And, if all this weren't bad
enough, someone is trying to kill him and he doesn't know why. Along the way, he begins to
assemble an eclectic team. There's himself, and Felicity, of course, his friend Mallory, two sisters
who just happen to be witches, a young entrepreneur who is bored and looking for excitement,
and that young entrepreneur's butler. Oh -- and two teenage werewolves he helps learn to
control their curse.When a local woman comes to him for help with her son, who has changed
radically in a very short period of time, will Alec have an actual case to work on and will he
survive the attacks on his person in time to solve the case?I enjoyed this novel quite a bit and
especially appreciated that, although the door was certainly left open to the idea of further
adventures, there was no cliffhanger ending (hate those!). After the first grammar problem I
noted, I saw a couple of things that didn't make a lot of sense to me but overall felt that the
grammar, editing, and proofreading was excellent. The plot was well paced and there was
enough intrigue and excitement to keep the reader happily reading well into the wee hours. The
characters were easy to identify with, and the character development reasonably good given



how short the novel was. I look forward to reading the next book in the series.Was there anything
I didn't like? Yes. I didn't like having to go to location 84 in the book before the main character's
name appears.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Paranormal. Basically anything or anyone not mundane. And there are
people who are paid to police them. It's a job that needs doing, and our main character is trained
and ready. Even if it means patrolling a one-horse town in the back of beyond. Enjoy!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A fun read that ended too quickly.. After 10-15 pages of this book, I
decided to get the rest of the series. It's well written and quick moving. It reminds me of Harry
Dresden in style, a lot of action, not that complex (in this first book of the series) in plot,
gradually getting a team together.I thought it lost a bit at the end, but I'm also willing to give the
author the benefit of the doubt, as it's the first of the series. The plot is fairly straightforward. sort
of hard boiled private eye of the supernatural. If I say more, it will make it sound like a fairly
typical book, and several other reviewers have given a description. So what I will say is that it's
fast moving, a lot of fun to read, and though I thought the ending solution relied on a bit of luck,
really enjoyed this. I'd recommend this to anyone who likes Dresden. Right now, (again, first
book in the series) the characters aren't too fleshed out, but I have hopes of that too.”

Richard A. Bamberg, “Nice, not exceptional but nice. I enjoyed this novel and expect to read the
rest of the series. A few things seemed off to me, but artistic license and all. Good characters.”

Connie M, “What happens in Paris..... Adam Harbinger, Preternatural Investigator is having a
really bad day. It's not enough that he has been banished to a small town in Maine with a new
assistant/spy but on the first day two ogre assassins try and kill him. And it all seems to be tied
up with what happened in Paris. Pity that he can't remember what they are. It soon becomes
apparent that someone in the very society he works for wants him dead. Now with a little help
from his friends he needs to solve cases, make money, and stay alive until he can figure out
what the hell is going on.Adam's new series starts with a bang with confused werewolves,
enchanting faerie folk and beautiful witches featuring in the first book. This is only the beginning
of Adam's adventures and the book ends on a cliffhanger.”

Book-Muse, “Fantastic Urban Fantasy Novel. The book does follow the same cookie cutter
formular as most other urban fantasy novels but honestly I enjoyed it.And there's a couple of
reasons why;The main one being the main character, Alec. He wasn't the brash, overconfident
type that you often find in this genre, nor was he the bumbling idiot that invariably sends you into
a fit of groaning due to the stupid decisions they make. Instead Alec, was a strong dependable
guy who had some common sense about him. He actually approached problems like someone
who's competent because he does it for a living (strange concept I know).The second reason I
liked the book was the simple writing style. If you're looking for elaborate, descriptive passages



of text then this book is probably not going to appease you, but I liked how simple the prose was
and it read easy. You know sometimes I don't want to think too much when I'm reading and just
want to enjoy the story.ConclusionIf you want a quick, entertaining story based on a likeable
character, then you can't go too far wrong with this book. I enjoyed it and now I'm on to the
sequel.”

Anne L, “I struggled to put it down.. Oh how I wished this book was longer, I know I can read the
next one, but I wanted to stay with this one. Another fast paced action book, filled with so many
different facets of the same story. The book covered a week in the character's life, he has more
going on than any 'James Bond' does.  Well done Adam J Wright.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A fast paced read. If you are looking for a distraction from a couple of
hours, then this book would be a good one, not too much thinking, a bit of violence, humour,
magic, werewolves, fairies and investigation.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 834 people have provided feedback.
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